
What is self-esteem?

Self-esteem is the opinion we have of ourselves. When we have healthy self-esteem, 
we tend to feel positive about ourselves and about life in general. It makes us better 
able to deal with life's ups and downs. When our self-esteem is low, we tend to see 
ourselves and our life in a more negative and critical light. We also feel less able to take 
on the challenges that life throws at us.

Learn to be assertive
One trick is to look at other people who act assertively and copy what they do. 
It's not about pretending you're someone you're not. It's picking up hints and 
tips from people you admire and letting the real you come out.

Recognise what you're good at
We tend to enjoy doing the things we’re good at, which can help boost your 
mood. 

Start saying "no“
People with low self-esteem often feel they have to say yes to other people, 
even when they do not really want to. The risk is that you become 
overburdened, resentful, angry and depressed.



What causes low self-esteem?

Low self-esteem often begins in childhood. Our teachers, friends, siblings, parents, and 
even the media send us positive and negative messages about ourselves.

For some reason, the message that you are not good enough is the one that stays with 
you. Perhaps you found it difficult to live up to other people's expectations of you, or 
to your own expectations. Stress and difficult life events, such as serious illness or 
a bereavement, can have a negative effect on self-esteem.

Personality can also play a part. Some people are just more prone to negative thinking, 
while others set impossibly high standards for themselves.

Give yourself a challenge

We all feel nervous or afraid to do things at times. But people with healthy 

self-esteem do not let these feelings stop them trying new things or taking 

on challenges. Set yourself a goal, such as joining an exercise class or going 

to a social occasion. Achieving your goals will help to increase your self-

esteem.

Build positive relationships
Try to build relationships with people who are positive and who appreciate 
you.

Be kind to yourself
Being kind to yourself means being gentle to yourself at times when you feel 
like being self-critical.

https://www.nhs.uk/mental-health/feelings-symptoms-behaviours/feelings-and-symptoms/grief-bereavement-loss/

